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DISCLAIMER
Unless otherwise stated, all ﬁgures are expressed in Canadian dollars.
IMPORTANT – YOU MUST READ THE FOLLOWING BEFORE CONTINUING: The information contained in this document has been prepared by Rivalry Corp. (formerly PMML Corp.) (the “Company”) and contains information pertaining to the business, operations and assets of the
Company. The information contained in this document (a) is provided as at the date hereof and is subject to change without notice, (b) does not purport to contain all the information that may be necessary or desirable to fully and accurately evaluate an investment in the Company, and
(c) is not to be considered as a recommendation by the Company that any person make an investment in the Company. An investment in the securities described herein is speculative and involves a number of risks that should be considered by a prospective investor. This document is
being provided for information purposes and may not be reproduced, in whole or in part, in any form or forwarded or further distributed to any other person. Any forwarding, distribution or reproduction of this document in whole or in part is unauthorized. This presentation is not, and
under no circumstances is to be construed as, a prospectus, or advertisement or a public offering of securities of the Company. Prospective investors should not assume that this document is complete and should conduct their own analysis and investigation of the Company and
consult with their own ﬁnancial, legal, tax and other business advisors, having regard to their own particular circumstances, before investing in the Company. This document may have been sent to you in an electronic form. You are reminded that documents transmitted via this medium
may be altered or changed during the process of electronic transmission. You are responsible for protecting against viruses and other destructive items. Your receipt of this electronic transmission is at your own risk and it is your responsibility to take precautions to ensure that it is free
from viruses and other items of a destructive nature. As a consequence of the above, neither the Company nor any director, oﬃcer, employee or agent of any of them or any aﬃliate of any such person accepts any liability or responsibility whatsoever in respect of any difference between
the document distributed to you in electronic format and the hard copy version that may be made available to you. The information presented herein was prepared or obtained by the Company. Nothing contained herein is, or should be relied on as, a promise or representation as to the
future performance of the Company.
In making an investment decision, investors must rely on their own examination of the Company and the terms of any investment, including the merits and risks involved. The securities of the Company have not been approved or disapproved by any securities commission, exchange or
similar regulatory authority in Canada or elsewhere, nor have any of the foregoing authorities reviewed or in any passed upon the merits, accuracy or adequacy of this presentation. Any representation to the contrary is an offence.
CAUTIONARY NOTE REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING INFORMATION AND FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS: Certain statements in this presentation constitute forward-looking statements and forward looking information within the meaning of applicable Canadian and United
States securities legislation (collectively herein referred to as “forward-looking statements”), which can often be identiﬁed by words such as “will”, “may”, “estimate”, “expect”, “plan”, “project”, “intend”, “anticipate” and other words indicating that the statements are forward-looking. Such
forward-looking statements are expectations only and are subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other important factors that could cause the actual results, performance or achievements of the Company or industry results to differ materially from any future results,
performance or achievements implied by such forward-looking statements. Such risks and uncertainties include, among others, regulatory or political change such as changes in applicable laws and regulations; the ability to obtain and maintain required licenses; the e-sports and sports
betting industry being a heavily regulated industry; the complex and evolving regulatory environment for the online gaming and online gambling industry; the success of e-sports and other betting products are not guaranteed; changes in public perception of the e-sports and online
gambling industry; failure to retain or add customers; the Company having a limited operating history; negative cash ﬂow from operations; operational risks; cybersecurity risks; the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic; reliance on management; reliance on third parties and third-party
networks; exchange rate risks; risks related to cryptocurrency transactions; risk of intellectual property infringement or invalid claims; the effect of capital market conditions and other factors on capital availability; competition, including from more established or better ﬁnanced
competitors; general economic, market and business conditions; and the other risks disclosed under the heading “Risk Factors” in the Company’s ﬁnal prospectus dated September 17, 2021 and available on the Company’s proﬁle on SEDAR at www.sedar.com. These factors should be
considered carefully and readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on such forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements are also based on several assumptions that may prove to be incorrect, including but not limited to assumptions that legal, licensing and
regulatory regimes globally in the industry in which it operates will become increasingly favourable, that the Company will continue to experience continued ﬁnancial growth consistent with historical performance, that the Company’s growth and ﬁnancial projections in other target
markets will mirror the Company’s success in current markets based on identical adoption rates, values and proﬁtability, that intended expansion of its business and operations and negotiations with strategic third parties to access additional markets will be successful; that the
Company’s current brand equity, market share and revenue will continue to increase at competitive rates, and that additional entrants into the market will not be as competitive as the Company or detract from the Company’s market share.
These risks, uncertainties and assumptions could adversely affect the outcome and ﬁnancial effects of the plans and events described herein. In addition, even if the outcome and ﬁnancial effects of the plans and events described herein are consistent with the forward-looking
statements contained in this presentation, those results or developments may not be indicative of results or developments in subsequent periods. Although the Company has attempted to identify important risks and factors that could cause actual actions, events or results to differ
materially from those described in forward-looking statements, there may be other factors and risks that cause actions, events or results not to be as anticipated, estimated or intended. Forward-looking information contained in this presentation is based on the Company’s current
estimates, expectations and projections, which are based on the information available as of the date of this document. Prospective investors should not place undue reliance on any forward-looking statement contained in this presentation. Forward-looking statements contained in this
document are made of the date of this presentation and, except as required by applicable law, the Company assumes no obligation to update or revise them to reﬂect new events or circumstances. Historical statements contained in this document regarding past trends or activities
should not be taken as a representation that such trends or activities will continue in the future. In this regard, certain ﬁnancial information contained herein has been extracted from, or based upon, information available in the public domain and/or provided by the Company. No
statement in this document is intended to be nor may be construed as a proﬁt forecast.
An investment in the Company is speculative and involves substantial risk and is only suitable for investors that understand the potential consequences and are able to bear the risk of losing their entire investment. Investors should consider the following risks, in addition to many
others, and consult with their own legal, tax and ﬁnancial advisors with respect to all such risks before making an investment.
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CONTINUED
CAUTIONARY NOTE REGARDING FUTURE-ORIENTED FINANCIAL INFORMATION: To the extent any forward-looking statement in this presentation constitutes “future-oriented ﬁnancial information” or “ﬁnancial outlooks” within the meaning of applicable Canadian securities laws, such
information is being provided to demonstrate the anticipated market penetration and the reader is cautioned that this information may not be appropriate for any other purpose and the reader should not place undue reliance on such future-oriented ﬁnancial information and ﬁnancial
outlooks. Future-oriented ﬁnancial information and ﬁnancial outlooks, as with forward-looking statements generally, are, without limitation, based on the assumptions and subject to the risks set out above under the heading “Cautionary Note Regarding Forward-Looking Information and
Forward-Looking Statements”. The Company’s actual ﬁnancial position and results of operations may differ materially from management’s current expectations and, as a result, the Company’s revenue and expenses may differ materially from the revenue and expenses proﬁles provided
in this presentation. Such information is presented for illustrative purposes only and may not be an indication of the Company’s actual ﬁnancial position or results of operations.
THIRD PARTY INFORMATION: This presentation includes market and industry data which was obtained from various publicly available sources and other sources believed by the Company to be true. Although the Company believes it to be reliable, the Company has not independently
veriﬁed any of the data from third-party sources referred to in this presentation, or analyzed or veriﬁed the underlying reports relied upon or referred to by such sources, or ascertained the underlying assumptions relied upon by such sources. The Company does not make any
representation as to the accuracy of such information.
TAXATION: Prospective investors should be aware that the purchase of securities of the Company or any entity related thereto may have tax consequences. The Company assumes no responsibility for the tax consequences of any investment. Each prospective investor is strongly
encouraged to consult its own tax advisor concerning any purchase of securities of the Company or any entity related thereto.
CAUTIONARY NOTE TO UNITED STATES INVESTORS: This presentation does not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor shall there be any sale of the securities of the Company in any jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful. The
securities of the Company described herein have not been and will not be registered under the United States federal or state securities laws and may not be offered or sold in the United States, or to, or for the account or beneﬁt of, “U.S. Persons” as such term is deﬁned in Regulation S
under the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “U.S. Securities Act”), unless an exemption from registration is available.
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Investment highlights

redefining BETTING & entertainment FOR THE NEXT GENERATION
1. +22% Median MoM GROWTH IN 2021 (Oct ended).

4. Multiple catalysts through 2022

1

We are consistent, with trailing 2yr MoM growth averaging +14%.

to drive material increase in brand equity, market share, and revenue.

2. Well capitalized with $41M of cash and $0 debt

5. ORIGINALLY DEVELOPED AND OWNED TECH STACK

2

providing ample runway to execute on our roadmap.

materially enhances the intrinsic value of Rivalry.

3. tHE MOST ENGAGED BRAND IN ESPORTS BETTING globally

6. Ability to scale into adjacent verticals through M&A

leveraged to lower CAC across all active markets and create superfans.

to enhance global brand resonance and demographic wallet share.

(1) Growth rates refer to the betting handle at Rivalry. The Company deﬁnes “Betting Handle” as the total dollar value accepted in wagers, adjusted for cancellations and corrections.
(2) As at September 30, 2021, the Company’s most recent quarter-end, Q3/21.
Source: Twitonomy, Social Blade, Rival IQ
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Our beliefs

1. Bonusing is not scalable and creates a transient userbase.
2. Betting is no longer just a transactional experience.
3. Brand love and innovative product is profitable.
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SPORTS BETTING

COMMUNITY

REDEFINING CASINO

PROPRIETARY TECH STACK

RESULTS DRIVEN

Rivalry customers can bet on
their favorite teams in both
esports & traditional sports.

We are the most engaged
esports betting brand globally.

We created a new
genre of casino games Massively Multiplayer
Online Gambling Games

Everything we do, we own.
No white labeling or third parties.
Rivalry is 100% original.

A results driven culture has
delivered consistent growth,
industry low CAC, and
proﬁtable unit economics.

(MMOGG’s).
Source: Twitonomy, Social Blade, Rival IQ
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WHERE WE SIT IN THE ECOSYSTEM
RIVALRY SITS AT THE INTERSECTION OF TWO OF THE FASTEST GROWING MULTI-BILLION DOLLAR SEGMENTS OF THE GAMING INDUSTRY

ONLINE BETTING OPERATORS

SPORTS & GAMING
MEDIA/ENTERTAINMENT
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INEVITABLE GENERATIONAL TIDAL WAVE
Average time spent with digital vs. traditional media by adults globally

Our TARGET customer base of YOUNG MILLENniALS AND
GEN Z REPRESENT NEARLY 40% OF THE GLOBAL POPULATION

57%

59%

43%

41%

2020

2021

54%

ROBINHOOD, MEME STOCKS, CRYPTO, NFTs, AND fractional art.

52%
48%

51%

52%

49%

48%
46%

THE NEXT GENERATION IS REDEFINING WHAT A GLOBAL CONSUMER IS.
THE INTERNET IS A PLACE, NOT JUST A TRANSACTIONAL TOOL.

2016

EVERYTHING WE DO AT RIVALRY LIVES IN THIS NEW CONSUMERS META.
IT DEFINES US.

2017

2018

2019

Digital

1

Traditional

ROBINHOOD LEADS IN APP DOWNLOADS AMID GAMESTOP FRENZY

MONTHLY MOBILE APP DOWNLOADS

9
(1) Ages 18+; Digital is deﬁned as laptop, desktop, tablet, mobile; Traditional is deﬁned as TV, newspapers, magazines, and radio.
Source: eMarketer, Zebra iQ
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WHERE WE SIT IN THE NEW WORLD ORDER
THE REDDITOR GENERATION IS THE CONSUMER OF THE FUTURE

NFT’S

INVESTING

MEDIA & Entertainment

BETTING

The wallet and demographic overlap across all categories is signiﬁcant.
Brand loyalty and aﬃnity is being rebuilt from the ground up by global internet communities vs. domestic.
10
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CAPTURING THE NEXT GENERATION OF BETTORS
RIVALRY IS TO BET 365 OR DRAFTKINGS WHAT
ROBINHOOD IS TO CHARLES SCHWAB OR TD AMERITRADE
AVERAGE BETTOR AGE:

AVERAGE BETTOR AGE:

AVERAGE VIEWER AGE:

AVERAGE VIEWER AGE:

18-25

35-45

23

49

VS
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

High volume, low average transaction size.
Meaningful YoY growth in ARPU. Terminal value arb.
Minting new bettors vs. renting others using bonusing.
Global generational opportunity vs. regional focus.
Social & content reach materially lowers CAC.
Focus on gen z, high volume, low avg.
transaction size, ﬁrst time investors.

x
x
x
x

High ARPU, but limited YoY growth.
High CAC given statured target demographic.
Blanket spreadsheet-like approach to all sports.
Minimal engagement through social media & content.

Targets older demographic, relatively low
growth LTV, demo size dwarfed by gen z.

(1) ARPU stands for average revenue per user. The Company deﬁnes this as the trailing three month average monthly revenue generated per user divided by the trailing three month average monthly churn rate.
Source: Casino.org, Study: A comparative proﬁle of the Internet gambler: Demographic characteristics, game-play patterns, and problem gambling status
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MOBILE FIRST USER EXPERIENCE BUILT
FOR THE NEXT GENERATION BETTOR
HIGHLIGHTS
PROPRIETARY TECH STACK without clunky strung together
white labels allows for limitless horizontal product expansion.
ORIGINAL IP DEVELOPMENT. Our in-house games team
operating in one of the world's most popular game engines,
Unity, is rebuilding what casino looks like for the next generation.
CUSTOM DEVELOPED LOYALTY PLATFORM, Quest, which
connects all products and content across the site in a role
playing game that enhances user value.
FULLY INTEGRATED OPS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM. Robust
payments, risk management, anti-fraud, and sportsbook ops
management systems run in-house.
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MMOGG’s - an entire new category
of casino games built by rivalry
RUSHLANE IS THE WORLD'S FIRST MASSIVELY
MULTIPLAYER ONLINE GAMBLING GAME (MMOGG)
RUSHLANE IS A CYBERPUNK THEMED MULTIPLAYER RACE
that merges social gaming and casino with video game quality 3D
graphics and lore to create a one of a kind gambling experience.
IT IS JUST THE BEGINNING. Rushlane is the ﬁrst of its kind in
a planned massively multiplayer universe of high-quality games
originally developed by Rivalry. We’re looking beyond slot machines,
and creating something truly unique for the gaming audience, and
a new generation of players.

A RECENT RUSHLANE ACTIVATION SAW
NEARLY 12,000 CONCURRENT VIEWERS
OF THE GAME ON TWITCH
13
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THE MOST ENGAGED BRAND IN ESPORTS BETTING… TO START
RIVALRY LEADS FROM THE FRONT WITH ESPORTS AS A BRAND AND TOP OF FUNNEL
INTO NEXT GEN SPORTS BETTORS. +10% OF OUR BETTING HANDLE IS SPORTS & GROWING
Monthly measured engagement across all key social platforms

Twitter
Instagram
Facebook

SIGNIFICANTLY INVESTING IN OUR MEDIA PROPERTIES OWING TO REPEATABLE PLAYBOOKS DELIVERING SUCCESS
Engagement enhances brand equity, lowers CAC, and organically acquires users, minimizing reliance on balance sheet spend.

Note: The bars reﬂect the relative engagement difference between Rivalry’s social platforms and all major esports sportsbooks globally. Engagement is likes, comments, retweets, and shares across platforms.
Source: Twitonomy, Social Blade, Rival IQ
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CREATING INNOVATIVE BRAND EXPERIENCES EVERYWHERE WE GO
CONTENT CREATORS

TEAMS

SOCIAL MEDIA

More than 125 partnered
content creators across
our key markets.

Regularly sponsoring the
most relevant teams in the
world in our markets.

Nearly 700,000 followers across
our social media properties
engaging daily.

EVENTS
Creating engaging events
for fans and bettors.

ON LAND
Coming soon in Australia
and future regulated mkts,
unique land-based ads.
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OUR STRATEGY IS DELIVERING RESULTS
LEAN AND FOCUSED ROI CULTURE DEMONSTRATING SIGNIFICANT GROWTH
Demonstrating consistent sportsbook margin

+22% MEDIAN MoM GROWTH on BETTING HANDLE in 2021

BETTING HANDLE

$100,000,000

24HR MARKETING SPEND
~$15,000

24HR MARKETING SPEND
~$2,200,000

Reported revenue

1

$10,000,000

$80,000,000

$8,000,000

$60,000,000

$6,000,000

$40,000,000

$4,000,000

$20,000,000

$2,000,000

$0

$0

2018
August Launch

2019

2020

2020 H1/2021 Trailing
Exit Rate2 Run Rate3 Quarter
Run Rate4

2018

2019

2020

H1/2021

(1) The Company deﬁnes “Betting Handle” as the total dollar value accepted in wagers, adjusted for cancellations and corrections. (2) 2020 exit rate is computed as the last quarter of the season annualized (Aug, Sep, Oct).
(3) H1/2021 run rate is the ﬁrst half of 2021 annualized. (4) Trailing Quarter Run Rate is the trailing three months annualized.
Source: DraftKings public ﬁlings.

YTD
(Q3/21)
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CURRENT MARKETS & LICENSE PIPELINE
CURRENT MARKETS

ISLE OF MAN LICENSE

PROVIDES ACCESS TO >100 GLOBAL GREY MARKETS
Rivalry began with a global license
to demonstrate proof of concept.

Regulated market
Launched april 4th

LICENSE GRANTED
imminent LAUNCH

ONTARIO LICENSE

AUSTRALIAN LICENSE

Would be the 4th or 5th most valuable us state

THE MOST VALUABLE BETTING MARKET PER CAPITA

Will be Rivalry’s second regulated market.

Will be Rivalry’s ﬁrst regulated market.

Founded, based, and public in toronto. Significant
hometown depth and advantage.

SIGNIFICANT ESPORTS AUDIENCE AND RIVALRY ALREADY
SEES SOCIAL ENGAGEMENT FROM AUSTRALIA

1. Multiple country rollouts into new markets under our Isle of Man license to run in parallel with a deep new regulated market licensing pipeline.
2. Public markets may ascribe up to a ~50% valuation bump to regulated markets.
3. We are entering a super-cycle of betting interest in Canadian capital markets around legalization.
Source: Australian government (Australian Gambling Statistics), Morgan Stanley, iGaming Business, Eilers & Krejcik Gaming
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MARKET SIZE
GLOBAL INDUSTRY GROWING AT +10% YoY
$70B GLOBAL
SPORTS BETTING TAM

ESPORTS BETTING IS
THE FASTEST GROWING
SEGMENT AT A 52% CAGR

$70B

$2B - $3B AUSTRALIA
SPORTS BETTING TAM

$2B - $3B CANADA
SPORTS BETTING TAM

$10B - $15B USA
SPORTS BETTING TAM

Rivalry is expected to launch
in Australia in Q2/22.
Australia is the most valuable
betting market per capita.

Rivalry launched on April 4th in
the province of Ontario, which
is widely considered to be one
of the more valuable betting
markets per capita in the world.

The Company is actively
working with Tier 1 US
investment banks and key
advisors to secure a market
access partner.

$2B - 3B

$2B - 3B

$10B - 15B

Source: Australian government (Australian Gambling Statistics), Morgan Stanley, iGaming Business, Eilers & Krejcik Gaming
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LEADERSHIP TEAM
STEVEN SALZ

KEJDA QORRI

RYAN WHITE

KEVIN WIMER

STEVE ISENBERG

Steven’s career started with a
brief stint in the defence industry,
followed by asset management at
Scotiabank and then as an
Analyst at a boutique investment
bank.

With CPA, CMA, CBV designations
and a MAcc, Kejda is a highly
qualiﬁed and experienced ﬁnance
professional with nearly a decade
of experience in the ﬁnancial
industry.

Ryan is an experienced technologist.
Most of his career has been made up
of entrepreneurial initiatives apart
from acting as Head of Interactive
Dev for global innovation and
strategy ﬁrm Idea Couture.

Kevin was a professional gamer
in the early 2000's, and has
funded and built a half dozen
successful internet companies,
with particular expertise in
customer acquisition.

Steve has over 25 years of
experience in Canadian capital
markets. He sits on the local
advisory committee of the
TSX Venture Exchange. He is
Founder & CEO of M Partners.

BILL LEVY

ALEXANDER NORLING

Liam Doherty

KIRSTINE STEWART

Co-Founder & CEO, Director

Corporate Development

Billy Co-Founded & partnered with Sir
Richard Branson to create Virgin
Gaming. From there Levy went on to
Co-Found Virgin Mega (acquired by
NIKE), Co-Found cannabis company
Mettrum Health Corp (acquired by
Canopy Growth), and Slang
Worldwide Inc. in 2017.

CFO

Creative Director

An award winning creative
who’s spent his time at some
of North America's top tier
agencies. He ﬁnds himself most
inspired in the intersection of
marketing and entertainment
where he has led multiple
projects for E!, Adidas, Red Bull
Music, Twitch and Riot Games.

Co-Founder & CTO, Director

VP of Marketing

Liam believes in the power
thoughtful strategy and great
creative can have on the bottom
line. He’s spent the last ﬁfteen
years putting that to work
developing award-winning
campaigns that delivered strong
business results for companies
including Old Spice, Nike, adidas,
Google, P&G, Popeyes, and most
recently brand creative at Zillow.

Co-Founder & COO, Director

Director

Kirstine has held a series of executive
positions in Canada and the US
working at the intersection of media
and technology. Ms Stewart was
previously Head of the CBC. She then
transitioned to VP of North American
Media at Twitter, then Head of the
Future of Media at the World Economic
Forum (WEF), and is currently the CRO
of Pex.

Co-Founder & Director

STEPHEN RIGBY
Director

Most recently the President and
CEO of the Ontario Lottery and
Gaming Corporation (OLG), and
prior to that National Security
Advisor to the Prime Minister of
Canada.
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CAPITAL STRUCTURE

RVLY:TSXV
CAPITALIZATION

(CAD$M except per share amounts)

Total Shares Outstanding1
Warrants
Equity Incentive Plan (authorized)
Total Fully Diluted Shares Outstanding

61,024,791
495,509
9,074,046
70,594,346

Float ~45%

Share Price (CAD$/share)2
Equity Value (fully diluted)
Debt
Cash3
Enterprise Value (fully diluted)

$1.65
$116
$0
$41
$75

(1) Total Shares Outstanding includes 2,222,220 multiple voting shares, with the remaining being subordinate voting shares). This ﬁgure is as at September 30, 2021.
(2) This price is as at April 11, 2022. (3) As at September 30, 2021, the Company’s most recent quarter-end, Q3/21.
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BUSINESS HIGHLIGHTS
1

UNCAPPED GLOBAL SPORTS BETTING OPPORTUNITY, $70B USD TAM growing organically at +10% YoY.

2

RIVALRY IS THE MOST ENGAGED BRAND GLOBALLY IN ESPORTS BETTING. We own the customers, we don’t rent them with outsized spend.

3

OUR CORE BELIEFS ARE PROFITABLE. Bonusing creates a transient userbase - cultivating brand love backed by innovative product does not.

4

OUTSIZED GROWTH, averaging +22% MoM growth in 2021, and +14% MoM on a trailing 2yr basis. 1

5

PROPRIETARY TECH STACK allows us to be nimble to rapidly changing customer appetites and expectations.

6
7

ROBUST PIPE OF REGULATED MARKET LICENCES and launches. Australia imminently, and Ontario launched April 4th.

7
8

PROSPECTIVE M&A TARGETS in country licenses for rapid market access, media to expand our reach, and games to increase product depth.

8

ROBUST BALANCE SHEET OF $41M OF CASH AND NO DEBT. Positioned for aggressive growth with customer proﬁtability bent.

(1) Growth rates refer to the betting handle at Rivalry, with the ﬁrst 2021 ﬁgure relating to the year to date up until October 31, 2021. The Company deﬁnes “Betting Handle” as the total dollar value accepted in wagers, adjusted for cancellations and corrections.
Source: Morgan Stanley, iGaming Business, Eilers & Krejcik Gaming, Twitonomy, SocialBook, YouTube, Analisa.io
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